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ABSTRACT 

Digital switching equipment provides numerous sub
jects ot' investigation for traffic theorists. The tradi
tional topics of dimensioning and forecasting remaip but, 
additionally, efforts must be addressed to the delays in
troduced into the signal by buffering, regeneration, and 
time slot alignments within the matrix. Also, points of 
measurement must be developed for the collection of traf
fic and other administrative data. The complexity of the 
hardware and the control software can be reduced enor
mously if a new and different telephone set is designed to 
accommodate digital transmission and new electronic tech
n~logy. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The national toll network in the United States em
ploys five levels of switching equipment, identified as 
Classes 1 through 5. The first four classes are trunk 
s.witches; all telephones are served by Class 5 equipment, 
or by PABX's which in turn are served by Class 5 ex
changes. Other terms apply in other countries, but the 
comments found below are applicable to the local subscri
ber switching equipment whatever its name might be. 

A number of digital Class 5 systems now are in ser
vice in the United States and the trend is increasing 
there as well as elsewhere. Planners now speak of the 
situation "~hen the whole world is digital", recognizing 
that the circumstance probably will not prevail within 
this century. Most of these digital switches employ pulse 
code modulation (pcm) but other modulation schemes exist 
or are under discussion. Regardless of the coding archi
tecture, digital switches at any level introduce new traf
fic dependent phenomena, and the Class 5 environment in 
particular is susceptible to several lineaments not found 
in analog space division equipment. Some of these will be 
described here, however, no attempt is made to offer solu
tions. Instead, it is the intent that several potential 
problems be identified for investigation before these are 
revealed by digital switching equipment in actual service. 

In the past, traffic theory has catered to the basic . 
concerns of how much equipment is needed and when. These 
problems of dimensioning and forecasting will remain, but 
the traffic theorist now must solve other parametric prob
lems which relate to the quality of the digital switch as a 
signal processor. For example, little attention has been 
granted to such things as the delay of signals and intel
ligence which is caused by the switch design, nor of the 
effects that delay can have upon the pathing arrangements. 

DELAY 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

The effects of delay are rather insideous, ra~s~ng 
difficulties in the control of echo, and with other sub
jective evaluations of transmission quality. Without ex
ploring these effects in detail, it is sufficient to state 
that any switch--digital or analog--should introduce as 
little delay as possible to the electricai signals which 
traverse its boundaries. It should be noted that world
wide the standard frame (sampling) rate for pcm is 8000 
per second. (An 8-bit code also is standard, but almost 
nothing else is). Should some vagary of the digital 
switch design cause the intelligence to be delayed by just 
one frame (or by 1/8000 second), this is the equivalency 
of increasing the length of the transmission path by as 
much as 37 km if derived by electromagnetic radiation, 
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and in no case less than about two km for inductively 
loaded cables. Although a single such event is of no par
ticular concern for most voice communications of nominal 
distances, an accumulation of these effects can be bother
some on long haul voice circuits and for some types of 
data communications. 

BUFFERING 

An important feature of an integrated network of dig
ital switches and transmission facilities is that all seg
ments and components are sychronized by a master clock 
system. Several master clocks must exist to service a 
country of large geographical size (such as Australia, the 
Soviet Union, and the United States), and of course, most 
countries will choose to" furnish the master clock for its 
own network. It follows that many master clocks will 
exist. 

Given that even two master clocks are in service, the 
problem arises immediately that the rate of each clock 
will differ from the others so that some switches will 
service circuit groups which have been timed by two or 
more clocks. Even when exposed to only one clock, a 
switching control will find that the frames arriving on 
various trunks will not be aligned. This is shown in 
Fig. 1, where the switch at Node 2 receives its timing in
formation according to the conditions at "a". Within 
Switch 2, it is convenient to slip · the framing by the 
small interval S. The circuits from 1 to 2 are synchro
nized by the shorter path MC-l and this timing information 
is conveyed to Switch 2 by the-path 1-2 according to pat
tern "b", causing a misalignment within the Switch at Node 
2 by the amount shown. For similar reasons, the timing of 
circuits from 3 to 2 also differ as indicated. 

MC 
_n~ __________ ~n~~ __ __ ~n~ __________ ~~ 

r-s:::fl rL 
____________ ~r1~ _____ I _____ rlL 
______ -.In I" ~ I ~ 

I" ~I 

Fig. 1 Exchange at Node 2 receives same timing 
signal from master clock MC at three 
different instances a~ b~ and c . By 
buffering Switch 2 must align all clock 
pulses with its internal schedule shown 
by line 2. 

The switch at 2 must receive each circuit into an in
coming buffer so that slot one of all circuits can be 
aligned while within the confines of the switch. As a 
general premise, the rule of "early must wait for late" 
applies in buffering. As an example, if slot one within 
the switch has just passed, and if a trunk now presents 
slot one of a new frame, this entire frame must be delay
ed until slot one again appears within the switch. Thus, 
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the digital code group will experience a delay of as much 
as N-l time slots because of buffering, where N is the 
number of slots within a frame. Regar'dless of the number 
of time slots available, N slots of slip represents 1/8000 
second. 

If the switch accommodates circuit groups which are 
timed by different master clocks, then the minute dif
ferences in clock rates ultimately will cause synchro
nization slips when connections are made between two of 
these groups. These slips will cause a bit to be missed 
completely when a circuit timed by a slow clock is trans
mitting into a fast, or will cause the same bit to be sent 
twice for fast into slow. 

Undoubtedly, the traffic disciplines will be asked to 
study, or at least be aware of the effects of buffering 

and of master clocks which differ in rate. 

REGENERATION 

Although buffering aligns all frames as these enter 
the depths of the switch, other considerations make it 
difficult to maintain the alignment of time slots once in
side. Some of these result from the need to regenerate 
the pulse stream at regular intervals. For example, Fig. 
2 depicts a series of clock pulses at an incoming stream 
of bits which is to be regenerated. The regenerator will 
inspect each bit location and decide whether a zero or .one 
is present and then recreate the same element at its out
put terminals. It can be seen that even an ideal regen
erator inserts an inherent delay of about one h'alf a bit. 
Similar comments apply if an 8-bit character merely is 
parked momentarily prior to being transported elsewhere in 
parallel. A number of regenerations or transportations 
occur within the typical switch so that several half-bit 
delays are introduced into the digital stream. 

~ ~ 

Fig. 2 Bit stream a) before and b) after 
regeneration slips the entire bit 
stream by approximately one half 
bit even in the ideal case. Prac
tical slips may be much greater. 

(a) 

(b) 

Should it occur that various path assignments involve 
differing amounts of transportation and regeneration, then 
delay will not be uniform from connection to connection. 
This will be of particular concern if the internal path 
arrangements are changed during a connection. These con
ditions are ,discussed next. 

DELAYS CAUSED BY PATH MARKING 

The teletraffic society is aware that the digital 
switch employs a protocol of time slots to effect trans
mission paths within the matrix. Also, all practioners of 
the art know that the digital switch matrix can be trans
formed into a space division configuration that is equiv
alent in topology and connectivity. Figs. 3 through 5 
show several of these conversions, however, none of these 

diagrams reveal that a time delay is introduced into the 
signal as it traverses the matrix, and further, that this 
delay may be dependent upon (a) the particular traffic 
state whi ch exists \"hen the call is set up, or (b) the 
states that may occur while the call is in progress. 

For example, the system shown in Fig; 6 can be imple
mented so that connections are effected by employing the 
same time slot to sample in both the input and the output 
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groups, or (b) any slot on the left can be aligned with 
any slot on the right. The first example manifests the 
space equivalency of the three-stage link matrix of Fig. 7 
whereas the second is exemplified by a three stage system 
of Fig. 8 (Fig. 8 is the same pathing arrangement as in a 
5mall step-by-step system with one stage of selection). 
In Fig. 7 the transmission delay is the same (or nearly 
so) between any inlet-outlet pair. Fig. 8, however, in
troduces a delay at the second stage which is dependent 
upon which left slot is being aligned with which right
hand slot. The general rules are given in Table I for a 
hypothetical system of five slots; others can be derived 
easily. It can be seen that as much as N - 1 slots of 
delay can be imposed by the second stage. The salient 
points here are (a) several such stages may exist in the 
same switch, and (b) the delay ,is not constant if the 
control reassigns time slots of existing connections to 
reduce congestion for other calls being set up. 

A 

BUS 

DCBA 

(b) 

Equivalent 
Connections 

ab c d -- CONTROL 
LEADS 

SLOT SCHEDULE 
LEFT SIDE 

SLOT SCHEDULE 
RIGHT SIDE 

Fig. 3 Simple time division multiplexed 
system with four time slots. Slot 
schedules in (b) support the connec
tions shown in (a). Equivalent space 
division arrangement is shown in Fig, 4. 

In such schemes, several code groups are switched as 
an entity by an appropriate path arrangement. This path 
then is released for reassignment to some other group, so 
that the next code group from the connection of interest 
is assigned a new and (likely) different path. The limit
ing case occurs when each code group of a particular con
nection is assigned a different path. In these designs, 
all cases of congestion in path assignments will cause a 
segment of the bit stream to vanish so that extremely low 
blocking rates are necessary if the switch is not to in- \ 
troduce an excessive amount of error. Indeed, the allow
able blocking is so minute it is but a small step to non
blocking operation. Numerous unsupported claims of non
blocking have been made for digital switches, but there is 
nothing inherent in these systems which guarantees that 
congestion will not occur. The traffic theorist probably 
will be required to determine criteria for low and non
blocking operation both to support control diciplines that 
reassign paths and to determine optimum slot structures 
for families of switch designs. --
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SLIPPING ROOM 

In more complex designs it becomes desirable to em
ploy numerous time slots internally because more freedom 
exists in allowing for regeneration and transportation. 
Stated otherwise, if the internal architecture caters to 
24 channels in a frame of 193 bits (standard T-l format 
as used in the United States), and if each manipulation 
involves two bits of delay, then the system cannot han
dle the bit stream more than about 96 times internally, 
if the total delay is to be one frame or less. If 96 
channels were used internally in a frame of 789 bits 
(standard T-2, 4 x 193 = 772 + 17 "stuffed" bits) then 
about 344 manipulations become feasible. Thus, the de
signer views additional time slots not only as paths, but 

the digital stream. (The slips and delay spec ifications 
quoted here are for illustrative purposes only and proba
bly bear no relationship to an actual equipment.) In any 
event, the traffic theorist may be asked to evaluate the 
optimum number of internal time slots when considering 
simultaneously the effects of path reassignment, regener
ation and slipping. 
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Equivalent space division matrix of 
system shown in Fig . 3. Note that 
time slots are assigned permanently 
to lines on left side . 

POINTS OF MEASUREMENT 

A digi tal swi t c h offers little opportunity t o obtain 
traff ic data unless the need is recognized early in the 
des i gn stage. In particular, most existing d e s igns pre
s ent almost no electrical p oints where leads could be at
tache d to accommodate traffic measurement e quipme nt that 
might become desirable . The admin istrations will state 
the need in the f orm of performance requireme nts imposed 
upon the manufacturers and these in turn must be trans
formed into measureme nt me thods and data reduction tech
n i ques which can be accommodated by the switch designers. 
Of course, the traffic specialist is the proper one to 
perform these analyses and make approp riate recommenda
t i ons. 

A NEW TELEPHONE SET 

As noted in Refe rence 1, all present swi tch des i gns 
are burdened by the signalization format of the existing 
t ele p hone set. If a new telephone instrume nt is adopted 
f or di g ital switche s, the traffic load will be reduced 
s i gn i ficantly and the s oftware design will b e simplifi ed 
as well. 

F rom a traffic viewpoint, the most s i gni f icant im- ' 
provemen t will come when the set is used to buff er the 
human us e r from control of the switch. By means of micro
processor technology in the set and digital transmission, 
the called number is entered completely into the set with
out t he switching control being involved at all. Upon en
tering the las t digit, the caller pre sse s an "end of in
s tructions" (EOI) button which causes the set to transmit 
a HAIL signal to the swtiching control. The switching 
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control then requests a SPILL or DUMP, and receives the 
called number and other information at the basic rate of 
8000 characters per second. A single station can be in
terrogated in about six or seven milliseconds, so that 
with suitable control software and processing 'capability, 
a single register could serve an exchange of many tens of 
thousands of lines. 

If such a telephone set can be specified, the traffic 
theorist undoubtedly will be asked to investigate the per
formance of the new control architecture within the 
switch. 
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Fig . 5 Equivalent time and space systems when 
any time slot can be assigned to any 
pair of input and output terminals . 
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Fig . 6 

I MJORY I 
Three stage time division matrix 
where the second stage serves the 
function 'of a group seZector. 
Depending upon the manner of 
allocating time slots~ this arrange
ment can be equivalent to the sys tems 
of Fig . 7~ or Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 7 Link equivaLency of matrix in 
Fig . 6. Congestion occurs unLess 
same time slot can be assigned to the 
left and right hand terminals . 
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Fig. 8 Space division equivalency of matrix 
in Fig. 6 where any slot on the left 
can be aligned with any on the right . 
This arrangement is the same as in a 
three-s tage step- by-step system. 

TABLE I 

Delay (d) Introduced in Aligning 

Time Slots (5 slot system) 

To Slot b 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 0 1 2 3 4 

From 
2 4 0 1 2 3 

Slot 
a 

3 3 4 0 1 2 

4 2 3 4 0 1 

5 1 2 3 4 0 

a I 
N 0, b ~a 

d = N + b N 5, b < a 

n ' 
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